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POLL
QUESTION:

 CONNECT  CONVERSE  CREATE CHANGE 
January 12, 2017: What Makes an ACE? Panel and Roundtable Discussion

WHAT IS YOUR
ROLE?

February 8, 2017: Engaging & Supporting Parents and Caregivers Affected by
Domestic Violence webinar
February 22, 2017: Liberated Parenting Strategies webinar

What Makes an ACE? Panel and Roundtable Discussion
January 12, 2017

Discussion Points/Action Steps Identified
• Promote resilience in relationships and offering relevant services
• Organizations need to recognize the impact of secondary/vicarious trauma
• Creating trauma-informed organizations improves conditions for employees/service
recipients
• Exploring ways for schools to engage parents, communities, neighborhoods
• Explore ways to increase community cohesion and connection
• Services need to model the frame that the individual can feel respect, empathy, and
positive regard
• Show the way through modeling
• We, the providers, have the power to make change.
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Webinar: Engaging Parents &
Caregivers Affected by Domestic
Violence

6 STRATEGIES: WHAT WE DO WHEN ENGAGING &
SUPPORTING PARENTS

Presenters:
• Susan Blumenfeld, MSW, LCSW,
National Center on Domestic Violence,
Trauma, and Mental Health

1.

Use Empathic Inquiry

2.

Practice Mindful Awareness and Self‐Regulation

• Melinda Dubinski, MSW, DVS, REAL
Relationships Coordinator, Turning
Point at People’s Place

3.

Be With the Parent

4.

Engage in Collaborative Exploration

• Rosemary Martinez, MSW, Program
Director, Abriendo Puertas at People’s
Place

5.

Strengthen Attunement and Responsive Parenting

6.

Enhance Reflective Parenting Capacity

© NCDVTMH
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IN SUMMARY
 It’s important to “start with where the parent is at” and to
continually practice our own mindful awareness and self‐regulation

Liberated Parenting Strategies

 Strategies for deepening engagement are most effective when
coupled with an open mind, curiosity, attunement, and pacing

WEBInar by Trina Greene bROWN

 Having sensitive conversations is a dynamic process
 Enhancing capacities for responsive parenting is supported through
our relationships with parents and caregivers
© NCDVTMH
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Raising
black
children
beyond
surviving &
thriving, to
LIVE liberated.

How can I be a
Liberated
advocate?
What is a liberated
practice I can try?
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Parent’s look
at the
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ABUSE
Physical, Emotional, Sexual

Any
Questions?

Lessons Learned

NEGLECT
Physical, Emotional

We’ll talk
about…

The Birth of
Parenting for
Liberation

Liberated
Parenting
Strategies

domestic
dysfunction

An Invitation

can have negative
effects on lifelong
physical and mental
health…

Mental Illness, Substance abuse, divorce,
incarceration, violence inflicted on
mother
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…HOWEVER, WE MUST
explore ACE beyond
interpersonal
violence in home

to also
racialized
violence &
trauma
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A FEMINIST WORKING
IN GENDER BASED
VIOLENCE RAISING A
BLACK BOY
ME & MY BOY TERRENCE
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THE ACTIVIST
IN ME
WANTED TO
STAND UP
FOR THE BOY

I am not alone in
this feeling of fear;
there are are many
Black parents who
fear for the lives of
their Black Children

THE MOTHER IN
ME UNDERSTOOD
HER fear.
21
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Reinforcing the
dominant culture--

Raising Black childrenfemale and male-in the
mouth of a racist is
perilous and chancy.
If they cannot love
and resist at the same
time, they will
probably not survive
- Audre Lorde

…so we parent
from fear.

• Power & Control
• Punitive &
Punishment
oriented
--precisely the things
We are trying to push
back against in order
to keep our children
safe.
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NO!
STOP!
SHRINK!

WHAT DOES
PARENTING FROM
FEAR LOOK LIKE?
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Limiting the
exploration, play
& free spirit of
children

Making a shift
from Fear to
liberated parenting
I saw the need for resources,
tools and conversations on how
to do this…

I wanted to unlearn my fear and
replace it with liberation and
freedom!
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…And so Parenting for liberation was born.
Loving

So our homes
reflect the world
we want to
create:

For the purpose of being
your freest self
Liberation as state of
being and a destination

Open
communications

egalitarian

Nonauthoritative

Equitable
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My conversation
with Maia
Williams
affirmed the
need I saw
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1st Regional
Community practice

Encouraging parents to
reflect and
Inspire them on their
parenting journey
towards liberation.

reclaiming Black Friday as
a day of activism as
opposed to capitalism
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How can you be a
Liberated
advocate?
What shifts can you
make?

Together as a
powerful network
we’ll raise our children
to be their freest,
boldest, most liberated
selves.
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How does fearbased advocacy /
service provision
look like in the dv
sector?

Beyond
parenting, folks
also use fearbased approaches
in their work.
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This is how
we’ve always
done it

Impact of
fear-based
advocacy

We have a
quota to fill

I don’t make
the rules, I just
follow/enforce
them

Language of disempowered advocate

That’s not in
my job
description

Already
filled our
quota
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How can you shift
disempowered
language to be more
liberated when
working with
Parents of Color?

These are
your only
options
39

40
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TO: as a provider who works
From: I don’t
TO weThis
areishearing
POC Ithat
From:
support victims of
TO: from
how can
resist the to
make the rules, I
this
their
needs.
Let's
howisn't
we’vemeeting
violence
to be empowered,
dominant culture habit of
just
bring them
table to reset
always
done to thequantity
andhave
quota how can I access my own
From: We
follow/enforce
it our practices.
leverage it for
filling aover
quality
quota
to of power andthem
good
service
fill

of impact of expanded aces on people
of color

Language of liberated advocate

resist

understand

fear/scarcity based decisions

TO: how
canThat’s
I re-evaluate
From:
my current
work
not in my
jobto
prioritize
and
center poc
description
in my work

From:
TO: how can we shift From:
from These
habits
Already
of scarcity and shiftaretoyour
an
filled our
abundance mindset? only
How can
we
options
quota
create space for alternative
solutions that center the needs of41
POC?

3
things you
can do

Create space
for POC At the table and follow their
leadership
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Each one of you can
Be the change
It starts within you

What’s possible?

Leverage your power for good!
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Learn more about parenting for liberation:

“It is an act of love to
participate in the resistance work
of child raising. It is an act of
love to envision and actualize an
intergenerationally participatory
movement. We honor and
acknowledge the work of raising
and caring for children as life
force toward the world we can
only transform together.”

Visit us:
www.parentingforliberation.org
follow us:
www.facebook.com/parentingforl
iberation
Listen to us:
www.soundcloud.com/parentingf
orliberation

- Revolutionary Mothering: Love on

Buy Story book:
www.parentingforliberation.org/
shop

the Front Lines
45
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From: This is how we’ve always done it
TO: we are hearing from POC that this isn't meeting their needs. Let's bring them
to the table to reset our practices.

Language
of
liberated
advocate

Appendix
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Questions to
reflect on

• Share the story of a liberated advocate who
impacted your life?
•
What are some examples of the language/behaviors
of a liberated advocate?
•
What potential shifts can you make to become a
more liberated advocate?
•
What opportunities to do you envision becoming
available as you shift?
•
Write about a time when missed the opportunity to
be a liberated advocate?

From: We have a quota to fill or Already filled our quota
TO: how can I resist the dominant culture habit of quantity and quota filling
over quality of service
From: I don’t make the rules, I just follow/enforce them
TO: as a provider who works to support victims of violence to be empowered, how
can I access my own power and leverage it for good.
From: That’s not in my job description
TO: how can I re-evaluate my current work to prioritize and center poc in my
work
From: These are your only options
TO: how can we shift from habits of scarcity and shift to an abundance
mindset? How can we create space for alternative solutions that center the
needs of POC.
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BETWEEN THE WORLD AND ME
BY TA‐NEHISI COATES
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https://www.theatlantic.com/politics/archive/2015/07/tanehisi‐coates‐between‐the‐world‐and‐me/397619/
https://www.nytimes.com/2015/07/10/books/review‐in‐between‐the‐world‐and‐me‐ta‐nehisi‐coates‐delivers‐a‐desperate‐dispatch‐to‐his‐son.html?_r=0

QUESTIONS?
Submit questions through the Q&A box.
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